
A Trip To The Hospital by Freda Chiu  

ISBN: 9781760526702   SCIS: 5372990 

A children's book that explores all the amazing things that happen 
inside a children's hospital and gives thanks to the many      
hardworking people that help keep us safe and well. 
Going to hospital might seem scary or worrying - you might be 
hurt, you might feel sick or maybe you just have to visit a friend. 
But don't be worried! Hospitals are amazing places filled with   
clever people all doing incredible things, including making you feel 
better. Follow Momo, Rani and Henry on three very different    
adventures inside a busy children's hospital. 

A picture book that shows children all the interesting things that 
happen inside a hospital, helping them feel safe and secure, and 
ready for their first visit. 
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Seasons In The City by Megan McKean 

ISBN: 9780734420442    SCIS: 5373002 

Do you know springtime in Tokyo is cherry blossom season? Or 
that on the longest day of summer in Stockholm the sun stays up 
for 18 hours? Seasons divide the year and bring about changes in 
the world around us. Different seasons bring warm or cool    
weather; snow or extreme heat; wet, windy weeks or dry, dusty 
days; and even big weather events like super storms and twisting 
tornadoes. Throughout history people have welcomed new       
seasons with important rituals. Plenty of these traditions continue 
today, as the change in weather brings different occasions to    
celebrate and activities to enjoy all year round in many of the 
world's cities. Discover what different seasons look like in cities all 
around the world.  



Poppy, The Punk Turtle: Endangered Animal Tales 
by Aleesah Darlison  

ISBN: 9781760899233   SCIS: 5373007 

Poppy is one groovy turtle! 

Join Poppy the Mary River turtle on an adventure to find a new 
waterhole to call home. Plip! Plop! Parp! 

Meet some of Australia's cutest and most vulnerable wildlife in 
the Endangered Animal Tales picture book series.  

Aussie Stem Star: Alan Finkel by Kim Doherty 

ISBN:  9781925893434   SCIS: 5373009 

Aussie STEM Stars is an inspiring children's series that celebrates 
Australia's experts in Science, Technology, Engineering and    
Mathematics. As Australia's Chief Scientist, our country has turned 
to Alan Finkel for advice on everything from the climate, to AI, to 
the pandemic. But at a time when scientists have never been so 
important, Alan nearly didn't become one at all. Growing up in 
Melbourne as the son of immigrants who fled the Holocaust, Alan 
had to find the courage to make his own choices - even when they 
weren't quite what his family had in mind. Alan's story is one of 
being brave, loving your family and always aiming for excellence. 
Dr Finkel commenced as Australia's Chief Scientist on 25 January 
2016. This followed an extensive science background as an      
entrepreneur, engineer, neuroscientist and educator, and an      
industrial career producing breakthrough scientific instruments for 
academic neurosciences and pharmaceutical drug discovery. He 
served as President of the Australian Academy of Technology and 
Engineering (ATSE), and for eight years as Chancellor of Monash 
University. He has been Chair of multiple companies dedicated to 
scientific research and was named the 2016 Victorian of the Year. 
Alan is committed to science education and has founded      
numerous magazines and education programs for schools and       
organisations. His career is defined by creative leadership,      
initiatives, philanthropy and innovative scientific publishing. He 
has been a strong and effective advocate for governmental and 
industrial  support of innovation and research in science and     
engineering. 




